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The game also has a ton of support, mostly as inexpensive but well puttogether PDF's available from the
main site. Additionally, the StarCluster rules-set is Flyingmice's 'house system.' A version of it is used for
other games (from the horror book Blood Games to some other RPG's that are set in the StarCluster universe
but at a generally lower ...
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Starcluster 2e RPG
Star Cluster 2 is a 287-page space opera role-playing game available in both print and PDF format. Written
by Albert Bailey and Clash Bowley, with an introduction by Marco Chacon, Starcluster is an independent
RPG published by Flying Mice LLC that is currently available from RPGnow for $10.00 (sale price).
Review of StarCluster - RPGnet RPG Game Index
Starcluster 2e RPG [Clash Bowley] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. StarCluster is a
SF Role Playing Game set in the far future, long after the destruction of the solar system. 500 years after
settling the Cluster
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Review of StarCluster RPG Core Rules This (pdf) book is actually a small set of (pdf) books. The StarCluster
kit contains: Character Generation Rulebook, Guide to Skills and Metaskills, Guide to Humans and
Humanoids, Guide to Personal Equipment, Equipment Guide to Weapons, Guide to Star Travel and Space
Combat, Character Worksheet, and Playing ...
Review of StarCluster RPG Core Rules - RPGnet
StarCluster 3 is a SF roleplaying game, set either in the StarCluster 2E universe, or your own Cluster.
StarCluster is a single book containing everything needed to run a civilian SF game in the Cluster.
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3. Do not submit video game content unless the game is based on a tabletop RPG property and is
newsworthy. 4. Image and video links MUST be RPG related and should be shared as self posts/text with
context or discussion unless they fall under our specific case rules. 5. Do not submit posts looking for players,
groups or games.
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From publisher blurb: The StarCluster 2nd Edition CORE system, Light version. Contains limited tools to
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create and use characters in the StarCluster RPG. Contains full game rules, limited chargen options, full
skills, and character sheet. Everything in this product - and much, much more - is available in StarCluster 2.
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